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Goodnow Library
Create. Cultivate. Collaborate.

Dear CPC Members,
Thank you for your preliminary review of our request to improve the Goodnow
Library’s Historic Room. Here is the additional information you requested.
How do all pieces of this proposed project fit into the “historic” CPA category? The CPC had
doubts as to whether this project qualified for the “historic” category based upon the
following information from the Community Preservation Coalition website?

The space we are looking at improving was built in 1895. It was an addition to the
original 1862 structure—and is listed on the National Register of Historic Places.
Please see attached certificate. Further, when the library was renovated in 1999,
that room was renovated with furnishings and colors that matched the era in
which it was built. So, while the shelving is not original to the space, it was
specifically designed to fit the historic look and feel of the room. The color used to
paint it is an historic color. The exposed brickwork and tile of the fireplace is
original. Our proposed project will be designed to securely hold our unique
historic collections, such as Barton and Hudson, in new flat files and credenzas,
while allowing us to open the room to the public without fear of any loss.
We plan to revise the existing shelving so that we can accomplish multiple goals:
1.) open the space to the public for silent study while protecting the special
collections,
2.) maintain the historic look and feel of the room,
3.) make more effective use of the shelving and storage.
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Please provide a breakdown of the various components of the proposal including
which parts fit into the “historic” CPA category and which do not. Focus on any
historic documents or items which will be impacted by this proposal.

The following table shows a list of the items to be included in the project. We
have received two preliminary quotes, but will make a final determination of costs
once funding is in place. “CPA” indicates the request for CPA funding. “Town”
indicates funding sourced from Facilities or Library budget.
Add lockable credenzas to perimeter of the room to store archival materials, supplies and artifacts. (CPA)
(CPA)
Add 11-12 bookcases to store the book collection (250 linear feet). (CPA)
Add (2) map cases with 10 drawers each (could be built into credenza). (CPA)
Add (2) 42” lateral file cabinets. (CPA)
Add a computer station for access to our database for historical research (can be portable). (CPA) Note:
cost of computer and peripherals (Town)
(4) large tables, equipped with table lamps and power outlets (CPA)
(28) chairs to work at tables (CPA)
(4) upholstered chairs and side tables for fireplace seating (CPA)
Acoustic panels to absorb sound (CPA)
Rugs (CPA)
Improved wireless connectivity (Town)
Painting, wiring, miscellaneous (Town)

The Goodnow Library Foundation is committed to supporting the project
financially up to $50K over 2 years. The funds will cover costs associated with
installation, delivery and labor.
The Town of Sudbury Facilities Department is committed to supporting the
project's standard maintenance aspects, such as wiring and painting.
The Library's request to the CPC is strictly for furnishings and equipment.
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Please provide more informa�on as to exactly where this room is located in the Library. A more
extensive ﬂoor plan with the room iden�ﬁed would be helpful.
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